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particular path after token
expire? I have a requirement in
which there is no need to go to a
particular path after expiry of a
token. Eg: There is a field called
Canvas ID in a site and a token is
generated. Canvas ID is
generated a token and if a
particular user does not log in
with valid token in a particular
time span it can be logged off. I
am trying to build a scenario in
which the user is not redirected
to a particular path in case of
invalid token but I am not able to
find a solution. Please let me
know if you have any suggestion



or have done similar work in this
scenario. A: You should enable
the "lost password" feature
which generates a new token
each time the user tries to log in.
By using the "lost password"
feature, the user can log in again
with any of his credentials (email
or username). If the user loses
his password (for instance, he
forgot it, or a hacker stole his
email), he can recover it by using
the "forgot password" feature.
For more information about how
to implement this, please refer to
the following documentation: Q:
Linq query to find a common list



of attributes and return them as
a list I have two objects that I
want to find the attributes of that
are in common. This is just to
populate a list of strings that are
in a combined list of these
objects. I have tried the following
but no luck. Can anyone please
show me how I can do this?
public List GetMyValues(Product
baseProduct, Product variant) {
var list = new List(); // Declare
variables var baseAttributes =
from a in
baseProduct.GetType().GetPrope
rties() where a.Name == "Price
f988f36e3a
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